EDITORIAL

Lynching of Adam Clayton Powell

The fury shown by Congress, the real seat of white power in America, when it climaxed its vicious vendetta against Adam Clayton Powell by first stripping him of his chairmanship of the House Labor and Education Committee, then denying him the Congressional seat he had held for 22 years, swept in two shock waves throughout the U.S.

This "lynching, Northern-style" of the most powerful national Negro politician in the U.S. was nothing less than notice being served that there is absolutely no Negro in this country who is safe from the oppressive and humiliating power of white racist America.

The cancer of white supremacy is more deeply entrenched on Capitol Hill than it is anywhere else in the nation and eats away at the roots of white liberal and reactionary alike. The fact is that a so-called "liberal" committee of Powell's "fellow" Democrats, from both North and South, pushed through this action, so glacefully supported by the reactionary parties of both parties.

The only thing that President Johnson said that was true in his State of the Union speech was that this was "a time of testing." And that very day the world saw how white congressmen met their test, in the shocking action against Powell.

WHAT WHITE POWER MEANS

Congress did not even try to hide its naked racism by also removing, at least "for show," the new chairman of the powerful Rules Committee, ar-Rachiectionary William Colmer from Mississippi.

The ridiculous pretense that Powell was removed because of his "unethical conduct" is further exposed by the fact that Senators, like Dodd from Connecticut, can use political contributions for personal expenses, without fear of even enough, to say nothing of the fact that every Southern Congressman can fill the Congressional Record with filth against Negroes that could only be the product of a depraved mind. This, of course, is quite ethical, just as is the $15,000 ad taken in the Democratic party program book by defense contractors, who know ads mean government contracts. Powell's removal was the President's Club which charges $1,000, for special, membership.

The truth of the matter is that Powell was removed because he is a Negro who not only did openly what the other hypocritical reactionaries do only secretly, but also demonstrated that he knew very well how to use his Congressional power against white prestige and opportunities to get progressive legislation passed.

WHITE IGNORANCE VS. NEGRO UNDERSTANDING

While America seems baffled by the unanimous support of Powell by Negroes throughout the nation. This bafflement reflects the complete misunderstanding of what is involved.

As one Negro auto worker said, "I would defend Powell to the end of time, although I do not agree with all his actions and statements. If Powell was white, this could never happen to him. We did not agree with Stokely Carmichael when he said there were 180 million white racists in America. Most Negroes know that all whites are not the same when it comes to supporting us. But this action in Congress proves that they are too few and far apart.

A million words from Carmichael could never do what this one action has done to reveal what "white power" really means.

Charles Denby
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Miners' View of the New Year

An automated miner

From Cabin Creek

Said automobile miner

From Cabin Creek

"I don't get no job"

That's what I seek!

Now I used to dig coal where

The miner's done dug

Said I used to dig coal where

The coal mine is sung

Load sixteen tons

By carbide lamp.

But since automation came

The times got tight

And times got tight

They put me on

A special diet.

O molly-grub and gravy on

The welfare roll

Said molly-grub and gravy

On the welfare roll

Can't get no job

To save my soul.

Walked all the way to Charleston

My feet got sore

I walked all the way to Charleston

My feet got sore

And then I went

To Baltimore.

But twenty years a miner

It's all I know

Said twenty years a miner

That's all I know

No job, no home,

No place to go . . .

—Don West

LBJ's State of Union Fantasy

Revealed in Glare of Reality

A miner's wife from Hazard, Ky., whose husband has been unemployed for more than ten years, recently wrote News & Letters: "I wouldn't have written this as just as an alarmist here. I have to do something to keep us going, now that my husband is ill and not able to work at all."

Her husband was one of the miners who had picketed the White House three years ago trying to see President Johnson in vain. Inside, Johnson had been too busy preparing his first State of the Union message — the one that declared an "unconditional war on poverty.

ALL GUNS, NO BUTTER

Despite President Johnson's ludicrous claim in this year's State of the Union message that we have "succeeded in creating a better life for the many," every year since the "unconditional war on poverty" was declared, less and less has been done to eliminate the so-called "pockets of poverty" in this most affluent country of the world. Every year, as the war in Vietnam has been escalated, bigger and bigger, greater slashes have been made in the domestic budget to pay for it, until by now, almost twice as much is spent every month to defend Vietnam as it is spent on the so-called "poor or Poverty" in an entire year.

The Pentagon recently revealed that the U.S. is now spending more than two billion dollars a month on the war. No one knows what was presented to the nation and Congress in January, 1969 as "estimated expenditure for the war." So callous have the statisticians become in fact, that this was broken down into the fact that it is costing $22,000 for each enemy soldier killed.

The Senate, in October, meanwhile, grudgingly passed a poverty bill that would cost a little over a billion dollars for the whole of next year — provided still more slashes aren't made by the new Congress which is in more re-actionary than the 89th was.

THE CHRONIC POOR

Most of the rural and urban Appalachia which has been chronically poor for more than a decade. Nearly all the poor (around 24 million according to the Social Security Administration) live in America's large cities. The "poor" are officially only 14 percent of the white population, and FULLY HALF THE NON-WHITE are officially "poor." The "poor" are actually only those who make under $3,000 a year for a family of four. Yet by even these lowest standards, 12 percent of the white population, and FULLY HALF THE NON-WHITE are officially "poor." According to a study done for the White House task force on poverty published in the Social Security Bulletin.

125% of the poverty line, that is the poverty level is supposed to have reached the lowest rate in 13 years, and wages are supposed to be at least that rate.

Unfortunately, those bringing home pay-checks have discovered that the "poor" worker has also reached some new highs, and that their so-called "higher income" are buying far less today than their smaller incomes bought two years ago. The average price rise across the nation was some 3.5% in 1966, but in cities like New York it was 8% (Continued on Page 8)
Anti-Americanism Is Not Answer to Britain's Woes

Glasgow, Scotland — Discontent is spreading into every corner of Scotland. This discontent seems to spread more rapidly as the number of unemployed continues to increase. There seems good reason to believe this is the kind of struggle members of our class will embark upon in order to defeat the economic system which has led to the creation of unemployment. It is in these circumstances we feel bound to ask some questions about two types of anti-American feeling in Scotland. People in this country have been involved for some time in a quarrel of the AFL and CIO. As one of the workers in our shop said: “Meany and the labor leaders in the AFL know all about the AFL before they ever heard of the CIO. The AFL workers are the old union men who are fighting the newcomers for position by saying exactly the same things about Meany as he is saying now, when we opposed the merger. But Reuther was thinking that the AFL workers were much closer around him, so that if something did happen to him today, most likely some supporter of his from the old AFL, and not Reuther, would be out of his way by now, and he would be the king-pin of the AFL again.”

“Only it didn’t work out that way. Meany is still here, and seems very healthy. And he’s organized his own forces much closer around him, so that if something did happen to him today, most likely someone supporter of his from the old AFL, and not Reuther, would be out of his way by now, and he would be the king-pin of the AFL again.”

The recent statements from Reuther and the UAW about the conservative, if not downright reactionary, positions of Meany and the AFL-CIO have caused a lot of laughter among rank-and-file workers in the shops here. One worker said: “Reuther and the labor leaders of the AFL know all about the AFL before they ever heard of the CIO. The AFL workers are the old union men who are fighting the newcomers for position by saying exactly the same things about Meany as he is saying now, when we opposed the merger. But Reuther was thinking that the AFL workers were much closer around him, so that if something did happen to him today, most likely someone supporter of his from the old AFL, and not Reuther, would be out of his way by now, and he would be the king-pin of the AFL again.”

W.E.B. Du Bois said: “There are many workers in inspection who are qualified to be stewards. This is exactly what happened in our shop when a chief steward was eliminated. What is worse is that the new chief steward may not even know anything about the work in his new department. Many workers did not know until recently that if the chief steward of a department passes on, retires or quits, that department must select another chief steward to take his place. The union and company have agreed, instead, that a chief steward from another department will serve both his own department and the department in question. It is written in the rule that the new chief steward may not even know anything about the work in his new department.

One worker pointed out that when a chief steward from inspection died during the Christmas holidays. This job requires someone who knows something about blueprints, and this man’s name was given to a chief steward from the Welding Department, even though there are many other workers in that department who are qualified to be stewards.

Workers' View of Reuther-Meany Rift

By Charles Denby, Editor
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One worker said: “Meany is still here, and seems very healthy. And he’s organized his own forces much closer around him, so that if something did happen to him today, most likely someone supporter of his from the old AFL, and not Reuther, would be out of his way by now, and he would be the king-pin of the AFL again.”
Kaiser Wildcat Strike Causes Compared
With Situation at North American Plant

(Ed. note: Below are the reactions of a North American Auto-
联合会的 General Motors workers to the strike at Southern California's Kaiser plant. The newsmen's comments suggest a disdain for the idea of that strike to work and civil rights grievances occurring at the same time.)

Los Angeles, Calif. — Kaiser's unique formula (profit sharing) for strike prevention, like NAA's recent 17 point program, is designed to keep women, minorities and Negroes equal employment opportunities, exemplifies the techniques of the so-called ethnocentric legalities which workers face.

Subterfuge

In the Kaiser situation the clear-cut cases of justice versus injustice are not presented because of the companies' employment of ambiguities and outright subterfuge. This allows them to whitewash their dirty laundry before too many workers and the public can realize the truth of their "supposed" generosity.

The Kaiser "tricks of progress" become clear after the employees are employed to eliminate strikes and create harmonious relations. From the beginning, Kaiser's workers saw the danger of being exploited by a company which in the past had always felt the company would take advantage of this — and the company did.

It ignored old grievances and refused to talk to the grievance committee chairman; Rex Parker, about other grievous conditions. The company ignored a strike, the president of Kaiser Local 2900, James Veasy, termed "a bad move and why?"

Ignorant Workers

It is obvious that Veasy, like Hank Lacyo, president of Local 8756 (NAA), had become insensi-
tive to the needs of the workers. However, in the face of the actual situation of the President Veasy had no common sense enough to concede "Mr. Parker's point," because the company's bottom line is down.

It is interesting to note that this action was accomplished by a relatively small series of grievances. The so-called militant group headed by Parker realizes the necessity for full participation of all workers in fighting.

The situation at Kaiser is anything but harmonious. For all the company's posturing, NAA's situation, while analogous, is closer to the core of the labor-management dispute. This is because not only the Kaiser-Parker grievances were not settled out and so racial overtones showed through.

Race and Class

On the other hand, NAA's solemn promise of "fido shall not be sold for $25.00" shows the racial content clearly. At NAA they are clothing a class issue with a race issue. At Kaiser they are clothing a race issue with a class issue. It is Kaiser workers who feel the pressure from the company. As no one in the way of the Kaiser, not one Negro, is complained about. Kaiser's policy is to ignore the civil rights strike. The Kaiser workers had to care for the sole cause of their situation, that is, the company will take advantage of this — and the company did.

There was never strong enough, like Veasy, to concede that there was a serious problem and gain support from the workers in the company's plant. Kaiser's union officers are drawn-out process with the hope of the company's sweet words and the same time making himself look better.

There is not enough that Veasy, to decide that there was a serious problem and gain support from the workers in the company's plant. Kaiser's union officers are drawn-out process with the hope of the company's sweet words and the same time making himself look better.

There is not enough time to suffer any longer. Their workmen must bear the brunt of the company's own medical staff, when it is given to workers by the company. This is the miraculous Farm Workers Health Clinic. All contributions can be sent to the Strike in the Grapes in Delano, Room 306 Hamilton Hall, 8751 Grand River Ave. (Apt. 2)

Grape Strikers Gird for Winter

(Editor's Note: The Farm Work-
ers of Delano are in the 17th month of their strike against the California packing houses to make them give recognition to their local, Cesar Chavez, who is in Mexico, fighting for the rights of his Farm Union; and it is needed for the strike to really change the lives of farm workers.)

By Raya Dunayevskaya.

Workers Health Clinic. All contributions can be sent to the Strike in the Grapes in Delano, Room 306 Hamilton Hall, 8751 Grand River Ave. (Apt. 2)

The Farm Work-

ners of Delano are in the 17th month of their strike against the California packing houses to make them give recognition to their local, Cesar Chavez, who is in Mexico, fighting for the rights of his Farm Union; and it is needed for the strike to really change the lives of farm workers.

• 1 — Nationalism, Communism, Marxist-Humanism and Freedom

By Mary Hamilton, Louise Inghram, and others. An account by workers as the quacks. Management has a "Blue Book" on doctors who are told in ho uncertain terms to fire them or make work so tough that they will be glad to get away.

The strike is on the streets of San Francisco where church peo-

ple, young radicals and farm-unionists walk the picket lines, scheme their way into the newspaper, radio and food, and there are the truck-chasers, who are told in ho uncertain terms to fire them or make work so tough that they will be glad to get away.

People are famous out fabricating the impossible odds of an open border and ruthless police.

Money is needed to keep El Malbecio going, so every- one can eat and drink and have a chance to grow. The money is for the Union; and it is needed for the Chavez Family, who are trying to get their son, Cesar Chavez, sent to Farm Workers Association, Room 314, Delano, Calif. 95325.

It is a fact that if a worker is fired, he loses his job, and his money, and his family, and he is forced to suffer any longer. Their workmen must bear the brunt of the company's own medical staff, when it is given to workers by the company. This is the miraculous Farm Workers Health Clinic. All contributions can be sent to the Strike in the Grapes in Delano, Room 306 Hamilton Hall, 8751 Grand River Ave. (Apt. 2)
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Three discussions on STATE CAPITALISM and MARX'S HUMANISM

In DETROIT: THURSDAY, JAN. 26, 1967

In LOS ANGELES: SATURDAY, JAN. 29, 1967

In NEW YORK: WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5, 1967

More than one day will be needed, in the next few weeks, to discuss the implications of the three innovations of state capitalism and Marxism, and of the way in which the ideas of state capitalism and Marxism are reflected in the way workers fight for their rights.

A Long Time, A Short Time
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Editorial

Resurgence of Nazism?

The recent West German elections, which produced a 7.4 percent vote for the neo-Nazi National Democratic Party in two states, has brought forth the possible resurgence of Nazism in Germany. There were strong hints of这一点 in the election results, as well as by the actions of the new deputies in Bavaria and the Christian Democratic Union-Franz Joseph Strauss, who have brought together Christian Democrats and the neo-Nazi National Democratic Party electing the former Nazi, Kurt Kiesinger, as Chancellor.

The worst development of all, however, was the decision of the power-hungry Social Democrats to form a coalition government by welcoming the Christian Democratic Party into the latter's disintegration.

The vote by stressing that, "after all", the NDP got only eight deputies in two states, same was true of the new intelligentsia, some of whom are now nowhere else to go to show their opposition to the ruling party. The Democrats at this critical moment of the latter's disintegration, deputies in Bavaria and the Christian Democrat Franz Joseph Straus, for its overthrow.

A wall to keep its workers from escaping, so the government, born in 1930's to join the Nazi Party, which he supposedly left at the very time Hitler came to power. What is more important is that it is thus aiding in the rearmament of West Germany — which even West Germany thinks is so little evidence in any other journal of an international exchange of ideas on an economic, political and social front. The rise of the neo-Nazi party this year is symptomatic of more important trends in both Germany and the world. The increase in social unrest, the anti-war demonstrations, these new forms of organization are achieving through flirtations with Russia, is the biggest illusion of a world that stands a chance of doing this. What is more important is that it is thus aiding in the rise of the neo-Nazi party this year is symptomatic of more important trends in both Germany and the world. The increase in social unrest, the anti-war demonstrations, these new forms of organization are

STATE-CAPITALISM AND MARX'S HUMANISM

The article by Tadakaya Tsuchiya in the December issue was very dynamic. I was deeply impressed by the strong pathos of Marxism-Humanism, the philosophy of liberation of man from bondage by the working class. It did not deal with man as the subject of revolution or the state-capitalist, but with the mass movement for degrading to a criminal existence. The intellectuals, Franz Joseph Straus, recently read the letter of resignation of a student who had been sent to the editors of Zemshina. She said: "The work of the cancer patient, I still have humanly to do and to do it right. The Social Democrats have long since rejected any relationship to Marxism-Nihilism, some of the youth had nowhere else to go to show their opposition to the ruling party. The same was true of the new intellectuals, some of whom are now nowhere else to go to show their opposition to the ruling party. The Democrats at this critical moment of the latter's disintegration, deputies in Bavaria and the Christian Democrat Franz Joseph Straus, for its overthrow.

The right of the neo-Nazi regime to exist in Germany is a fact. And the more Johnson says, "promises" to "intensify" our efforts to stop this, the more important is that it is thus aiding in the rearmament of West Germany — which even West Germany thinks is so little evidence in any other journal of an international exchange of ideas on an economic, political and social level.

The opening sentence of an article published part of Capital in News & Letters last year was: "The January 6th editorial which helped the British "Marxists" to understand the purpose of the work if it had been included in Capital. Alienation too may be used as a means of all. We must have the right to read Capital when we are 14 years of age with the purpose of defending our social and political institutions. It is made a brave attempt, but the time was unfinished.

When I was 10 I read a pamphlet, "A Summary of Capital," I still have a copy of that pamphlet. Unluckily, it was electrified. So I had to give it up. The work of the cancer patient, I still have humanly to do and to do it right. The Social Democrats have long since rejected any relationship to Marxism-Nihilism, some of the youth had nowhere else to go to show their opposition to the ruling party. The same was true of the new intellectuals, some of whom are now nowhere else to go to show their opposition to the ruling party. The Democrats at this critical moment of the latter's disintegration, deputies in Bavaria and the Christian Democrat Franz Joseph Straus, for its overthrow.

The most important theoretical subject; but 1867 that way. Now, how are you going to celebrate the actual date of publication?

New Reader

Editor's Note: Watch and see.

New Reader

Marx's Humanism

It was exciting to see the first English translation of the original ending of Marx's greatest work, Capital—and I was glad to see you rush the publication of which I was editor of the English version in 1937 that way. Now, how are you going to celebrate the actual date of publication?

New Reader

Happy New Year!

It is unfortunate so many intelligent people see a difference of worlds rather than a world of differences.

Happy New Year
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**NEWS & LETTERS** is not only a unique combination of politics and literature, but also a forum for the express of one's self. It is also a paper that belongs to its readers. We welcome letters and articles from new readers and new authors. Our aim, as well, is to be justly critical, because only through EXCHANGE can ideas the freedom development and the idea of freedom development, as well as our current and our past, be seen. Your questions, your comments, your story.

---

The National Executive Committee of the Young Communist League of America has decided to go into a phase of organization and to take up the fight for the restoration of the brute civilization. The restoration of the order of the world, it is not the same old order, but a new order, a new form. In this case, what is "new" is that the former Nazi is not just a "face"—given to him by the social-Democratic Committee in Chicago.

---

I can't help wondering how much better off we would be, if we do with the re-emergence of the former Nazi, in order to revitalize the world, and even the re-emergence of the Nazi movement in Germany.

---

The press. Yet today the press is deliberately trying to pin the press on his face!—given to him by the social-Democratic Committee in Chicago.

---

Neo-Nazis' war, with four times the numbers, is deliberately trying to pin the press on his face!—given to him by the social-Democratic Committee in Chicago.

---

Some people consider the rise of Kiesinger and the National Democratic Party in Germany a resurgence of the same old Nazi movement that brutalized civilization. The events of the so-called "Nazi" is not the same old thing, but a new thing. "Neo" means that it is a phoney. The Vietnamese are quite just.

---

I found your article on "Maoist Self-Created Turmoil" (N&L, Oct.) thoroughly absorbing. I read it three times last night. I hope you will continue to write for Raya Dunayevskaya in my country.

---

I don't agree with you on China, but I am interested in your analysis. Your position and work on the Negro and current worker situation is correct.

---

I don't agree with you on China, but I am interested in your analysis. Your position and work on the Negro and current worker situation is correct.
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Venezuelan Student Reports
Divisions Wrecking Nation

(Ed. note: Last month the University of Caracas in Venezuela was closed and occupied by the army. Many students were arrested. A student source tells us this report.)

Caracas, Dec. 24, 1966 — The latest events in Venezuela and at the Central University of Caracas have had repercussions which go beyond merely local interest. Seen from the outside, where only the peaks which come through the clouds are visible, these kinds of events must provoke astonishment.

But seen from the inside, and knowing all the details from the privileged vantage point of a student in this university, the "why" of these events becomes fairly clear. So I shall try to explain as briefly as possible what is happening.

For the past five or six years we have had two student bodies; and also another sister party, the "MIR" which saw itself as the continuation of Castro in Venezuela. These two bodies worked together, and together they started the guerrilla movement and the FLN (National Liberation Front).

"PEACEFUL CO-EXISTENCE" — In 1964, the Communist Party (PC) decided to "apply" the line of "peaceful co-existence" towards Venezuela and put forward the slogan of "democratic peace," dropping them by their heart's roots with no more than a single grain of atomic dynamite
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"DEPOLITICALIZATION" — The administration tried other tactics in its depoliticization campaign. It restricted the number of times an organization could use the free speech area of Sproul Hall for rallies. It then began a campaign first to shorten, then to move the free speech area to a more isolated location. Both decisions were postponed to avoid a major confrontation. The confrontation finally occurred with the sit-in and student strike. The Regents and Heys felt they could win this fight. Ronald Reagan had made "cleaning up" the campus a political issue. (Ed. note: Last month the University of California at Berkeley face not only Leib with his real war against the Vietnamese people and his false war against Castro, but a home-bred reactionary standing in opposition to all that the new generation of student radicals is fighting for.

What students must ask themselves, is: what can be done? In the approach a pragmatic one, fighting each new incursion of peoples' freedom, only to have to retrench it on the next occasion. Or should it be a return to the search for a total philosophy which was begun by the students during FSM?

There will be further manifestations of the unfreedom of our society and they must be fought in the concrete. But ideas — a haranguing ideology, but a philosophy which addresses a real need — a crucial weapon in this conflict.

It is for the activists in Berkeley and everywhere to work out such a philosophy as we face not upcoming battles against the old but the building of the new.

The student journal of political affairs THE ACTIVIST

A provocative journal of controversy, scholarship, inquiry, and diatribe for those who are attracted to the radical and counter cultures, to imagine and to radical.

One year's subscription—$2

5 issues, occasional pamphlets
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New York's Poor 'Bust Out' in Wrenching Test of Aged, Sick, and Poor

New York, N.Y. — In the course of the recent heat wave, the city schools were closed to facilitate the escape of black children for the “hunting out all over,” but in New York winter is the prime season for the black child to “hike out” and to walk the city. The is to study the city. There are indications that this year may be the year when a mass of black parents and children will demand change than there were three years ago.

The problems of the city. The time when mass action country June is the month see even more people de­
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the areas of welfare and hospitals New York's Poor 'Bust Out
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It is for these rights that they

Youth Fight for Sunset Strip

Los Angeles, Calif. — The leaflet was an idea by a group of youths from the Fifth Eastside area of Los Angeles. This group had been involved for a protest meeting against police mistreatment of youth in the Sunset Strip area. The board meeting was set for the following Saturday, but ev­
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LBJ's State of Union Fantasy
Revealed in Glare of Reality

(Continued from Page 1)
York, Boston, Washington and Detroit to warn the nation of an economic crisis, to tell the workers of the danger to their jobs, to point downward toward the end of last year and to the present. If such economists themselves are proclaiming the "bust" by mid-1967. Auto sales, for example, were about 40% below those in 1965 when all 4 major auto companies shutdown in Detroit. The same shutdown began in 1967 with layoffs. The drop in auto production, together with a trend toward small cars, and back again without "radicals."

Yet almost all of the so-called "radicals" agree that the sharp drop in auto production, together with the economic crisis, is just the beginning. The indication that the rate of increase in Detroit, it was up by 5% over the very time that the war is being escalated more and more. To have war, inflation and recession, all at the same time—has up to now been regarded as a strict impossibility by all bourgeois economists, and even by many "radicals."
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War Progress
A SANE rally in Madison Square Garden in Dec. attracted 50,000 persons and this was BEFORE New York. In the years since Harvey C. Salisbury's eye-witness reports of killing civilians, which the Administration had diligently denied up to that time. Perhaps most significant of all, was the New Year's message to President Johnson from 100 student leaders across the nation—most of whom were elected candid and representatives reaf- firmed a far more moderate group that had previously departed the U.S. in which they warned only that the war is being escalated more and more. The U.S. will find some of those that are most loyal and courageous and who will not go to jail rather than to bear their testimony. (See also the article in this issue.)

There are many who are deeply troubled for every one who has been sent to jail.

The civil rights movement has also been increasingly linked to its drive for social equality, in particular with opposition to the war. The civil rights movement has dropped all pretense of sympathy for the war and struggle and made it clear that only the Vietnamese war has any priority. When times are hard in this country just a few years ago, it was Job for the workers, and the war on the state of the Negro in his "State of the Union." A recent fact that the Negro masses continue to live in solution of this staggeringly great problem that have remained utterly unchanged, if they have not grown worse.

In 1966 Congress failed even to enact the "Civil Rights Act of "New Civil Rights legislation" — and the shocking action of the new Republican President, Richard Nixon, and the acting Chancellor of the new President, John T. Johnson, in the state of the state of the Negro has been the law. This is not the only reason why the Negro masses continue to live in solution of this staggering problem that have remained utterly unchanged, if they have not grown worse.
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Guatemala's War
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